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On a normal Saturday afternoon it was nice and sunny 
out, but Maggie Jane Petter was freaking out.

Maggie looked into her bathroom mirror and noticed she 
looked a bit pale. She also felt very fatigued and felt as if 
her lymph nodes where a bit bigger.

It felt like a normal day, the bone marrow was producing 
white blood cells like usual.

Maggie’s white blood cells where hard at work keeping 
out bacteria and doing whatever white blood cells do.

Yet something felt a bit off, it felt as if the bone marrow 
was doing something diffrent.

The older blood cells seemed to notice that as well. So they 
went to tell the mayor.

I feel 
fatigued… 

Ugh

Zooming into Maggie’s right arm…

Awe 
thank you

He’s so 
cute; he must 

have good genes in 
his nucleus

Maggie’s white blood cells where hard at work keeping 
out bacteria and doing whatever white blood cells do.

Zooming into Maggie’s right arm…

Awe 
thank you

He’s so 
cute; he must 

have good genes in 
his nucleus

Look at 
those 

hooligans
Let’s 

warn the 
others



Leukaemia is as a blood cancer that 
comes from the bone marrow producing 
abnormal eukaryotic white blood cells 
and it goes throughout the 
bloodstream.

They figured the easiest way to get 
rid of it was to have chemotherapy

The doctors found out that the new 
white blood cells were leukaemia cells. 
The bone marrow was producing to many 
white blood cells and they where 
abnormal.

 Maggie went to the doctors and they 
took a blood test to see what was 
wrong.

Eventually the news found out 
and it the whole right arm knew 
what was going on

The news of the weird white blood cells soon carried from 
cell to cell…

Okay.. I am 
available any day 
because I’m lonely

Did you 
hear about 

the weird bone 
marrow?

Yea! 
It’s crazy the 

0.125 day old 
cells are acting 

so weird

Ikr! 
Kinda 

scary…

It has come to 
our attention that the 
bone marrow and new 
cells are acting weird. 
Further investigation 

shall be happening 
soon.

Back to Maggie

Am I going 
to die?

According 
to our blood 

tests, you have 
leukaemia it is a 
cancer in your 

blood

Oh no..

You 
need to get 

chemo therpahy to 
get rid of it. Since 

it’s spreading 
fast



Back in the right arm the abnormal cells were 
making the way down the arm

The mayor sent out his best team of 
cells to hunt down the leukaemia 
cells.

The white blood cells gathered their 
gear and hopped into the chemo van

With the radar (like the electron 
microscope) in the car they noticed 
that the white blood cells weren’t as 
far as what they thought.

Quickly they accelerated their speed to 
reach the bad cells

Gather 

your team, you 

must track down 

the cells.

YES SIR!

Step on it 
Jerome!

Shush 
Frank I am



It takes many days for chemo therapy 
to start up. So they shot as many 
bullets as possible and let them do their 
stuff.

Eventually the chemo therapy did what 
it was supposed to and the messed up 
genetic material in the cells was gone.

The mayor awarded the hero cells. But 
they all died the next day. Yet they had 
paved the path for the new future of 
cells.

Im a 
lymphocyte! And i 

feel allllllright

They closed in on the leukaemia cells and aimed their guns.

OH SHOOT THEY 
GOT CHEMO GUNS

DONT SAY 
SHOOT, IT WILL MAKE 

THEM SHOOT

SHOOT THE 
GUNS FELLAS

OKAY!

Ever 
since I was 

born 1 day ago, I’ve 
always wanted 

to do this.

Thank you guys!



Back in the outside world…

Maggy felt exashuted but happy the cancer was gone. She knew 
she was going to lose her hair. But her B lymphocytes where 
back to being healthy!


